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Hello Baker, You Need Content Marketing!Running a successful bakery business online takes
more than quality ingredients and recipes, amazing decoration skills, and having lots of friends &
clients who order from you.The knowledge of content creation and marketing is ESSENTIAL for
any bakery business looking to thrive online.WHAT BENEFITS WILL YOU GAIN FROM THIS
BOOK?Content ideas for social media, videos, webinars/online courses, eBooks, etc., that
would keep your blog/page/website busy, value-packed, and engaged up to 6 months and
above.You are armed with tools to use in creating quality/professional content (e.g. image posts,
audio-visuals, videos, etc.) and digital products you can sell later, just like this eBook.More traffic/
audience/followers who subsequently become your customers, and you end up generating
funds up to six-figures and more.Growth in the structure of your cake/bakery business,
contracts, influence, and sales.And so much more…Dear Baker,If you are seeking to know what
content creation and marketing is all about, and its benefits for your business, this book is a
resource you should get.Do you require Goal Setting Skills and how you can define your
business purpose? You need to make this book your guide.Are you in need of strategies to set
up sales and marketing funnels for your bakery business? You should have this book in your
arms always.I believe that for you to have a successful and profitable bakery business, then it
should be making sales and generating profits. You can achieve this by getting people to know
your business, see your products, and actually buy from you - Content Marketing helps you
achieve this seamlessly.This Book is an ONLINE BAKERY BUSINESS BLUEPRINT, and that's
why you need to read it!
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SIXCONCLUSIONABOUT THE AUTHORPREFACEI am an author, content creator and
marketer, digital entrepreneur, Ebook Tops (KDP) publishing consultant, and baker. With regards
to this book, I’ll be focusing on my content creation and marketing journey, and how it has and is
still birthing many success stories for my personal and business brands.I am the founder of
Digital Bakers Hub Africa, a community dedicated to empowering bakers and bakery business
owners with the knowledge and digital skill set required to thrive and generate multiple streams
of income, especially online.Now, to the story of how my content creation and marketing journey
started, how it’s going, the lessons in between, and my plans going forward.I moved my bakery
business (Gracen Bakery) online in January 2020, when I decided to start all over again from
scratch, after a failed attempt at running a bakery business in 2016. The difference this time
around was that I wasn’t starting as a novice anymore, I had noted down all the mistakes and
wrong decisions which led to the first failure in order not to repeat them twice. I also had to get
mentors, who have been running successful bakery businesses for more than a decade now, to
put me through whenever the need arose.Well, there have been significant results and amazing
progress recorded so far. This couldn’t have been achieved without the knowledge and
application of content creation and marketing.I was introduced to content creation and
marketing for online businesses by a friend sometime in September 2019. It wasn’t all clear to
me and most times I was left confused because none of the materials I read or free online
classes I attended were talking about the baking niche, it was always business (online or offline)



and finance.What I did a few months later was to focus on the bakery business niche as my case
study, while taking a proper certification course on content marketing, and I worked through it
using my online business to experiment. I spent weeks carrying out research about different
bakery businesses and the impact online visibility and content creation have on them. In less
than one week of applying one of the content marketing strategies, I had about 357+ new
followers on my Facebook page. Post reach and engagements increased organically, there was
more visibility and I made new sales from my other products.To that effect, I decided to create a
community where I can reach a wider audience of bakers and individuals in the baking industry
with this knowledge, and teach them about the benefits they can achieve for their business
online, using content creation and marketing. And with that, DBHA was born.I decided to try out
these content creation and marketing strategies with the DBHA group as well, and within just
two days, I had over 200+ membership requests, which was amazing compared to all other days
where we had less than 10 requests within a week.My business gained visibility as well, as I had
baking orders coming from people who either found my page on Facebook or Instagram. This
was all the proof I needed to be sure that content creation and marketing are necessary for a
bakery business to thrive.This book you are currently reading, along with a few others published
on the Ebook Tops Kindle store are digital products created through the knowledge of content
creation and marketing as well. You should be aware that it goes beyond just creating content to
promote your bakery business, there’s so much more you can achieve with this knowledge as
you will get to find out as you read on. I have discovered that a lot of bakery business owners
find it difficult to apply content marketing in their business, some simply have no idea what it’s
all about, while those who do are more focused on particular aspects. I once rocked that boat
also, but I’m glad I now know better.Going forward, it’s no longer about content creation and
marketing alone, but digital marketing, e-commerce, and having digital automation set in place
as well. You should think about setting these structures in place for your business as well.So get
business mentors, invest in learning new things, pay to get trained by experts, get online
certifications, and structure your business properly for success.In 2020, I got nominated for a
couple of awards, with the work I do with DBHA in the online space as the focus, but that is only
the beginning.INTRODUCTIONFor any business to succeed online or offline, you will agree with
me that it needs some form of content to describe the business, and a means of marketing to
showcase the products and services.Now, what do you think happens when these two terms are
combined to form “Content Marketing”? Yes, you guessed that right - It’s an explosion!Have you
ever wondered why you have no audience, followers, or traffic (potential online customers), or
why you are always frustrated whenever you have no idea on how to create value-packed
content for your website/blog/page, or why your audience becomes less active because they are
tired of the kind of content you give out (e.g. cake picture posts with just 10 - 20 likes from an
audience of over 5,000 members)? You might even have content ideas but have no idea about
the tools or strategies you can use, in making them a reality.Many of us in the baking industry
have the skills and talent for the business and have gotten our dreams off the ground and in



motion. But having that alone is not enough, as the world has gone digital as well as most
businesses. Your bakery business should not be left behind.This book was designed to equip
you with the knowledge of how to apply content creation and marketing to your personal or
business brands, as well as providing you with content ideas and marketing tools that you would
need to achieve this. The aim of this book includes helping you grow your bakery business
online, have increased online visibility, generate multiple streams of income as well as boost
your profits massively.CHAPTER ONECONTENT MARKETINGCHAPTER ONECONTENT
MARKETINGWhat Is Content Marketing?The term “Content Creation” can be defined as the
process of identifying a topic you want to teach or write about, deciding which format you want
the content created, and then producing it.“Content Marketing” is probably familiar to you, but do
you understand what it means for you and your business as a baker? As an entrepreneur,
business owner, or startup (both online and offline), content marketing is the bridge between you
and your potential customers, in terms of trust and value. It is the creation and distribution of
products, services, and expertise to customers on the internet.Content marketing comprises any
type of information you put out via different platforms, that passes across “your message” to an
audience. This may include written articles, videos, audios, social media posts, etc., that you
publish online (across your platforms) which in turn helps you grow your business.As A Baker Or
Bakery Business Owner, Why Should You Use Content Marketing For Your Business?Content
marketing helps you become a thought leader and coach in the baking world, building loyalty,
and trust between your brand and your customer base. The use of content marketing for your
business gives you an avenue to not only help other bakers grow, but it’s also a way to sell your
products and services without having to be “salesy” while giving out value.In addition to having a
content marketing strategy, you also need a digital marketing strategy that involves adverts (free
or paid) and other marketing techniques.You must be aware that people don’t buy your products
or pay for your services because of their features, or how it’s made, or how it looks, or even the
package you offer. They pay for the benefits they’ll get from your products/services, they pay for
the results they’ll achieve by using your product/service, they pay for solutions to their problems.
How can you effectively communicate the benefits, results, and solutions they’ll get from buying
your product/service without the use of content creation or marketing?Currently, if you look
around the world, a lot of people are learning baking skills almost daily, searching for information
to feed on, while bakers already in the game are looking for ways to improve. Most people want
to move their bakery businesses online, thereby establishing an online presence.This is partly
because the traditional forms of advertising work less effectively these days, so adding content
marketing to their marketing plan is surely a major way forward in achieving this.BENEFITS OF
CONTENT MARKETINGWhat Benefits Can You Get From Content Marketing?One factor that
can discourage and get you concerned about the idea of content marketing is the result you get
from creating content, as it takes a lot of effort and time to make it value-packed.Listed below are
some major benefits you will get from using content marketing for your bakery
business.Traffic:Traffic is very important for any business to thrive online (including the cake and



bakery business), as it comprises your audience, followers, potential customers, and clients. You
can generate traffic to your website, blog, social media, and other platforms, by putting out
awesome content across your platforms and marketing them.Sales:Content marketing gives you
monetary results, and as long as you are not just running your business for fun, you need to
market your products and services. It is what you put out in the form of content that attracts
buyers. You can get sales by selling your products (e.g. baked goods, eBooks, etc.) or services
(e.g. coaching/training, online courses, webinars, etc.) to your audience.Contracts:A lot of
bakers get huge contracts (up to six-figure) and also become brand ambassadors, which
couldn’t have been possible without content marketing. When you make content about your
services and market them, you are indirectly pitching yourself for contracts. This doesn’t happen
immediately but by consistency and growth. Make sure that whatever services you put out
across your platforms are contents you can deliver on (as they have the potential of getting you
awesome contracts).Other benefits of content marketing for bakers include:● Visibility●
Collaborations● Partnerships and Investments● Grant Opportunities● Multiple Streams
of Income (Business Expansion)● And so many others. For every baker, the range of
benefits could be more, or less, depending on the kind of business you own and the structures
you’re running on. So before you start creating content for awareness, engagements, and
conversion, you need to understand your business inside-out and know what you want for
yourself and your business as well.CONTENT MARKETING FORMATSThere are numerous
types of content marketing formats, but we’ll be focusing more on 5 major types.Social
Media:Social media is an easy way to reach and acquire customers every single time. In the
hands of an individual, social media represents an avenue for expression, to keep up with
friends and family and get work done. But in the hands of a business-minded entrepreneur like
you, it’s so much more than that. It is a tool that you can use to build, grow, sustain and expand
your business to any limit you so desire.Video Creation:Video marketing involves the use of
videos to market your baked products, promote your baking services, generate traffic, increase
engagements on social media, educate customers or consumers and reach a new audience
(potential customers).It is the most preferred kind of content to connect with and convert
prospective clients, customers, and consumers, and should be utilized effectively by businesses
and brands. You can leverage the use of video creation to keep your business and products in
the eyes of your audience by constantly creating video content and posting them across your
social and marketing platforms.Blogging:This involves creating written content about your
bakery business, baked products, business journey, etc., to not only build the Know-Like-Trust
factor between you and your audience but to promote and market your business as well.Apart
from the fact that blogging can help drive traffic to your local or online business, or increase your
visibility and help build your authority in a particular niche, it helps to increase your sales and
profits as well. You can make money off your blogging as well, by creating your blog and
monetizing it.Digital Products Creation:This is the process of creating non-physical products (e.g
eBooks, workbooks, online courses, etc.), which can be viewed, accessed, or downloaded by



customers from online media platforms (website, landing page, email, etc) or through an e-
commerce store or online shop.As bakers, you can leverage the use of digital products creation
to make extra income for your business, by converting your baking skill, knowledge, and
experience into sellable content and then marketing them. Note that whatever content you’re
putting out has to be Value-loaded.ONLINE BUSINESS TOOLKITThis is a list of the materials
and tools needed by a baker to run their business online successfully. using content marketing
without stress. It puts you at an advantage and helps your business run smoothly.If you don’t
have some of the tools or materials mentioned below, I advise you to get them, but start with the
ones you have (or can afford to get), and plan to acquire the rest gradually. Writing materials
(Book/Journal/Pen).A smartphone.A laptop.Internet connection.Subscription bundle.Social
media profile (e.g. Facebook, Instagram, etc.).A website/blog.Email marketing service (e.g.
MailChimp, Get Response, etc.).Landing page (e.g. Click Funnels, Leadpages, etc.).Payment
processor (e.g. Paystack, PayPal, etc.).E-commerce shop (e.g. Shopify, Selar, etc.).YouTube
channel.Facebook Group.Facebook Page.Facebook & Instagram Ads account.Online teaching/
learning academy (e.g. Udemy, Teachable, etc.).Graphic design tools (e.g. Canva, Photoshop,
etc.).
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